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THE DEATH OF THE I-RISH' LANGUAGE? 

1. I have been meaning for some time to send y0u an assessment 
of the state of the Irish language ~ presumptious though this 
is from a non~Irish speaker ~ and the cons·equences :H any for 
relations within these islands, My task has been made simpler 
by a recently published book with the same title as this letter 
(but without my cautionary question~mark), which examines each 
separate commun:Hy where Irish ±s supposedly s ·poken. 

2 . The Irish Government have for years invested considerable 
resources in att@mpting to preserve the Irish language, In the 
GaeiJ.,tacht, the ('formaily) !'rish~speaking areas; 
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children proficient in Irish, to a 
s -upposedly native 'level, are given an 
annual grant of t10 (the \'deontas") 

housing grants of s -ubstantially larger 
amounts than outside the Gaeltacht are 
tied to the reeipient ' s ability in Irish 
or one of his children receiving the 
deontas ; 

Udaras na Gae'ltachta makes substantial 
gTants ava±'lable to companies in the 
Gaeltacht. which employ a substantial 
proportion of Irish~speakers and where 
Trish is ailegediy the language normally 
used in the workp'lace, It currently 
supports about 5,600 jobs; nearly one 
for every ten Irish~speakers recorded by 
the 1986 census ±n the Gaeltacht , A Dublin 
friend of mine once worked in one of these 
firms. Everyone s ·poke Irish until they were 
sure he was not a Government spy, After 
that he did not hear the language again; 
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(iv) althou~h it is not restricted to the 
Gaeltacht, it is particqlarly relevant 
here that ali farmers OWning below a 
certain acreage receive unemployment 
benefit; 

(v) the!'e is a. separate Irish-language 
Tadio~station, Radio na Gaeltachta, and 
the Minister for Communications has just 
ordered RTE to start producing two hours 
of Irish language te1evision programmes 
daily, RTE say they do not have enough 
Irish-speakers to do this, 

3, The proporti@n of people throughout the Republic who record 
themselves as s-peaking I'r±sh (a. subjective and sometimes wishful 
self-assessment) rose s -teadily if slowly from 27,2% in 1961 to 
31.,6% in 1981. The census o:f 1986 recorded a. slight drop, to 
31.1% . . But the proportion of 3-4 yea.rs o1ds so recorded- a figure 
which includes a numbe'U who have started learning it a.t school 
and ±s particularly prone to inflation by fond parential 
imaginings - has been dr~pp±ng steadily, from 5,9% in 1961 to 
4,2% in 1986, 

4, More significant ±s· the drop in the proportion of self-recorded 
Irish-speakers ±n the Gaeltacht, which has fallen from 82,9% 
in 1971 to 74,0~ (58,451 people) in 1986, That may not seem a 
terminal decl±ne, But the proportion of 3-4 year oids in the 
Gael ta.cht enumerated as· ~ris·h.,-spea.king was only 43, 5%, clearly 
demonstrating tha.t I'r±s,h h.as· ceased to be a language used in 
the home - not even as a second language ~ for a majority within 
th.e Gaeltacht, In the 'Meath and Mayo Gaeltachts barely one in 
_five ch.i~dren of this age were ela.imed to s·peak Irish, (And 
thes-e figures are particu!lar!y prone to · exaggeration within the 
Gaeltacllt, since many of those compiet±ng the census will not 
trust in the confidentiality of the exerc±se and may derive 
considerable financial benefit from their supposed use of tbe 
lang,uage), 

5 . Map 1 enc'los·ed shows the state of the Irish language in 
the Gaeitacht according to the 1981 census (the l~test in which 
detailed figures broken down by electoral districts are 
available), But ±t exaggerates the health of the Gaeltacht; vast 
areas of uninhabited country are included within Gaeltacht 
boundaries to give the impression of cohesion and large extent. 
Map 2, from the data in Hindley's "Death of the Irish Language" 
which analY'se deontas-returns as weli as census returns, gives 
a different picture; even in the appa.r~n.tly large and cohesive 
Gae'ltacht a.reas shown ±n Map 1 are in fact a series of 
sml'!;i!l and disparate communities strung out ai0ng Toads between 
English-s·pealdng centres- ~ and even ±n the Arran !:sla.nds there are 
areas- where Eng'li:sh has become the main language of everyday use, 
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6. It is difficult to conclude from this anything other than 
that the language is on the ~erge o! extinction as one o! everyday 
use, except for sufficient phrases to use in front of tourists 
to emphasise the uniqueness of the Gaeltacht. (And with a degree 
of resentment at one 1 s dependency on the language). Census 
figures may !or a time obscure this reality ; as fewer and fewer 
real speakers o! the language are heard, the standard by which 
people assess whether they can speak Irish is likely to drop and 
the number so ass,essing themselves may rise. Hindley makes the . 
fair point that w±sbful thinking and self-delusion• are in fact 
one of the main we:tpons the language has !or survfval; but it 
does seem like!ly that on this issue, in ten or twenty years' 
time, even the Tris·h eapa<!.ity for self-deception will be exhausted. 

7, Does it matter (exeept in the sense that the death of a 
language is a1ways ·s-ad)? I' suspect ±t does, The language as 
a badge o! ~eparatenes'S· has always been important to the Irish; 
and the desire to sa-ve it was a significant element in separation. 
The fact that the rris·h people did not really care enough to save 
it will be seen as a national humiliation; and the consoling 
thesis will be used that the British rea!liy put the language into 
the ward for the terminal!ly ill. Enthusiasts are i:tkely to make 
one last sup11eme effort to r-evive it outside the Gaeitacht, while 
others will increasingly strive to end the compulsory teaching of 
Irish and the translation into Irish of government documents as a 
waste of res-ource; the tensions :ln this aTgument wil1 be 
nationalistic ones and are likely to express themselves in anti
Brit:f:sh: s ,entiment; grief at deaths, of languages as of people, 
is easier to beaT if an o·uts±der ean be b~amed. Brit-bashing is 
unlikely to go out of :fash±en here for a whi1e yet. 

cc; Pr C Sperling, Research Dept, FCO 
E C Ra,l!l,ei;Pt Esq, S!':t,, NIO(L) 
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